The following events occurred between December 01 and December 31, 2012

Monday--December 31, 2012
None

Sunday--December 30, 2012
None

Saturday--December 29, 2012
None

Friday--December 28, 2012
None

Thursday--December 27, 2012
None

Wednesday--December 26, 2012
None

Tuesday--December 25, 2012
None

Monday--December 24, 2012
None

Sunday--December 23, 2012
None

Saturday--December 22, 2012
None
Friday--December 21, 2012

None

Thursday--December 20, 2012

**College Policy Violation:**
Officers responded to Greenwich for a report of found drug paraphernalia found in room. Officer took pictures and confiscated the item - 1025 (1201-1105-OF).

**College Policy Violation:**
Officers responded to Prescott for a report of a sword left in room. Officer took pictures and confiscated the item which was put in evidence - 1113 (1201-1106-OF).

**College Policy Violation:**
Officers responded to Enfield for a report of drug paraphernalia found in room. Officer took pictures and confiscated the item - 1545 (1201-1107-OF).

Wednesday--December 19, 2012

**College Policy Violation:**
Officers responded to Greenwich for a report of a sword left in room. Officer took pictures and confiscated item which was logged into property - 1154 (1201-1099-OF).

**College Policy violation:**
Officers responded to Merrill for a report of a covered room smoke detector. Officer uncovered the detector - 1122 (1201-1100-OF).

**College Policy Violation:**
Officers responded to Dakin for a report of covered room smoke detector. Officer uncovered the detector - 1141 (1201-1101-OF).

**College Policy Violation:**
Officers responded to Dakin for a report of paraphernalia found in room. Officer confiscated the pipe which was put into evidence - 1235 (1201-1102-OF).

**College Policy Violation:**
Officers responded to Greenwich for a report of a knife left in room. Officer took pictures and confiscated the item which was placed in evidence - 1123 (1201-1104-OF).

Tuesday--December 18, 2012

None
Tuesday—December 18, 2012

None

Monday—December 17, 2012

**College Policy Violation:**
Officer responded to Merrill for reported college policy violations. Officer took pictures of the drug paraphernalia and the disabled room smoke detector. Officer confiscated the drug paraphernalia - 0940 (1201-1088-OF).

**College Policy Violation:**
Officer responded to Prescott for reported college policy violation. Officer took pictures of the remnants of marijuana on the desk - 1045 (1201-1089-OF).

**College Policy Violation:**
Officer responded to Prescott for reported college policy violation. Officer took pictures of the hat covering the room smoke detector and removed the hat - 1045 (1201-1090-OF).

**Damage to Motor Vehicle:**
Officer responded to the Greenwich parking lot for a report that a tree branch have fallen on a vehicle - 1302 (1201-1091-OF).

**Medical Emergency:**
Officers and AFD responded to the Bus Circle for a reported ill student. AFD evaluated and transported individual to CDH - 2243 (1201-1095-OF).

Sunday—December 16, 2012

None

Saturday—December 15, 2012

None

Friday--December 14, 2012

None

Thursday--December 13, 2012

**Medical Emergency:**
Officers and EMTs responded to Enfield for an ill student. EMTs evaluated individual recommended transport for further treatment which was declined - 0259 (1201-1069-OF).

**College Policy Violation:**
Officer responded to Dakin Masters for a report of a discharged fire extinguisher. Officer took pictures and requested a replace extinguisher - 1053 (1201-1070-OF).
Fire Alarm:
Officers and AFD responded to Prescott for a reported fire alarm. The cause of the alarm was cooking smoke. The panel was reset - 1559 (1201-1073-OF).

Assault in Dwelling, Armed/Burglary, Armed & Assault/A&B with Dangerous Weapon:
Officers, APD and AFD responded to Enfield for a report of a robbery in progress. AFD transported individual to CDH. One individual arrested. Investigation is on-going - 1918 (1201-7-AR).

Wednesday--December 12, 2012
None

Tuesday--December 11, 2012

Larceny over $250:
Officer responded to the Campus Police Office in the Library for a reported computer stolen from the Bridge Cafe. Officer took the report. Later student reported the computer bag was found at the Bridge Cafe - 1213 (1201-1060-OF).

Medical Emergency:
Officers, EMTs and AFD responded to Dakin for ill student. EMTs and AFD evaluated individual. AFD transported to CDH - 2140 (1201-1063-OF).

Monday--December 10, 2012

Fire Alarm:
Officers and AFD responded to Enfield for a reported fire alarm. The cause of the alarm was a pull station activation. HC Electrician responded to repair the station, panel was reset - 1527 (1201-1056-OF).

Sunday--December 9, 2012

Medical Emergency:
Officers and EMTs responded to Merrill for a reported injury. EMTs evaluated and treated injury, suggested further treatment. Individual refused transport will go to UMI - 1108 (1201-1049-OF).

Larceny over $250:
Officers responded to the Johnson Library for a report of a stolen bicycle from Franklin Patterson Hall - 1350 (1201-1050-OF).

Saturday--December 8, 2012

Annoying Behavior:
Officers responded to Prescott for a report of annoying behavior. Officers spoke with all involved individuals, did a Dean's referral - 1619 (1201-1044-OF).
Medical Emergency:
Officers, EMTs and AFD responded to the Multisports Center for an ill individual. EMTs and AFD treated individual, AFD transported to CDH - 1921 (1201-1046-OF).

Friday--December 7, 2012

Assist Citizen:
Officers responded to Prescott for a report of annoying behavior by a unwanted visitor who had already left the area. Officers took the report - 0032 (1201-1037-OF).

Thursday--December 6, 2012

Well-Being Check:
Officer responded to Enfield for a well-being check. Individuals were transported to Health Services. Officer also did transport back to Enfield - 0955 (1201-1033-OF).

Wednesday--December 5, 2012

Medical Emergency:
Officers and EMTs responded to Prescott for an ill student. EMTs evaluated individual suggested transport for further treatment. A friend did the transport - 0200 (1201-1028-OF).

Medical Emergency:
Officers and EMTs responded to Dakin for an ill student. EMTs evaluated individual suggested further treatment. A friend did the transport to CDH - 2247 (1201-1031-OF).

Tuesday--December 4, 2012

Larceny over $250:
Officers responded to Greenwich for a report of a stolen bicycle belonging to the Robert Crown Center. Officer took the report - 1016 (1201-1025-OF).

Monday--December 3, 2012

Trespass Notice Issued:
Officers responded to the Dining Commons for a report of a suspicious person. Individual was found requested transported to CDH. Officers issued a trespass from campus. AFD responded and did transport to CDH - 1201-1016-OF).

Assault & Battery:
Officers responded to an assault on an employee at the RCC. Incident currently under investigation - 1712 (1201-1018-OF).
Sunday--December 2, 2012

Fire Alarm:
Officers and AFD responded to Prescott for a reported fire alarm. The cause of the alarm was a white powder fire extinguisher setup in the mod. AFD advised the powder would have to be cleaned up before students were allowed to return. HCPP Custodian contacted and cleaned area. Dean’s referral submitted - 0257 (1201-1009-OF).

Fire Alarm:
Officers and AFD responded to Enfield for a reported fire alarm. The cause of the alarm was cooking smoke. The panel was reset - 1409 (1201-1013-OF).

Saturday--December 1, 2012

Medical Emergency:
Officers, EMTS and AFD responded to the Dining Commons for a report of an injured person. EMTs and AFD evaluated the individual who declined medical transport - 1736 (1201-1002-OF).